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The VIVA brand embodies a lifestyle spirit, assimilating behavioral
aspects, expressed in the form of desires, referenced by routine,
habits or an integrated way of life.

S.S. Furniture Industry and
Trade, brings in its DNA all the
experience
assimilated

and
in

18

quality,
years

of

achievements in the market of
planned furniture.
The store chain is spread
throughout the Northeast and
works with

excellence

in

all

stages, from customer service to
production and finishing.

The strong and brigth colors used in the brand, identify with a group of
people who experience the world in an intense way, defining their
choices based on an interaction with the brand and its identity with their
lifestyle.

Our factory produces projects of the most varied
styles, executing modern and functional designs, with a mix
of products and services for residential and corporate
environments, all personalized, with a strict quality standard
in production.
The products have great quality and distinction on
finishing and assembly, such as: use of solid wood
baseboard, 100% Duratex MDF, 1 mm edges and high
quality hinges, in addition to the faster delivery time in the
02

market, 25 working days.

"We work to make your
dreams come true ".
Our

factory

products use a state-ofthe-art

technology

personalized
furniture

100%
MDF and
specialized
technical
assistance

12
days*
* delivery in 12 business days,
starting from the approval
of the project.

05
years
warranty

BP PANNELS
BY

reference in the country,
offering

better

03

quality,

01./02. Nesting Cell

sophisticated workmanship
and

better

results.

All

Machining center with
multifunctional

production

which

ultramodern

table,

integrates

machinery uses advanced

03. Edge Banding

softwares and equipment,

High

technology

solutions

providing more accuracy,

04. Cyflex

delivering

High

product.

for

with

banding

tape application.

speed and efficiency in
the

a

group of equipment.

final
01

productivity

on

every drilling operation.

04

Products Advantages

S.S. Furniture
Industry and Trade
uses high quality
and strength hinges,
pistons and slides

1.0 MDF (BP) Duratex thicknesses:
6 mm, 15mm and 25mm. Coated double sided.

DURATEX

2.0 All edges of furniture are lined.(Fits)

for all fields of

Duratex offers MDF panels, being the largest producer of industrialized wood panels

3.0 The solid wood baseborad with same final finish of

application.

and flooring, earthenware and sanitary metals in the Southern Hemisphere. It is the

the furniture.

market leader with the Durafloor, Duratex, Deca and Hydra brands.

4.0 Telescopic slides, concealed and metal drawers.
5.0 Editable furniture at no additional charge

REHAU

components such as handles,

following benefits:

The company is present in 54

profiles, sliding system, feet and

6.1. Maintains factory finish;

countries

accessories in aluminum and

6.2. Doesn't generate dirt in the customer environment;

continents. It is the leading edge

noble metals.

6.3. Reduces assembly time;

8.0 Less buffering resulting in:

ribbon supplier with a wide mix of

profiles offer practical and

6.4. The customer doesn't pay for the waste.

8.1. Cheapest furniture;

textures and varnishes. Surface

functional solutions, ensuring

7.0 Doors with aluminum profiles are produced in our

8.2. More internal space;

finishes can be combined with all

strength and perfect finish for

factory, thus ensuring the convenience to the

8.3. Lighter furniture

types of edge ribbons. We use

indoor

shopkeeper to receive them with the rest of the furniture

(requires less wall resistance);

high standard furniture

environments.

order.

8.4. Reduction in assembly time.

across

five

and

Aluminum

outdoor

States: PARAÍBA

PROMOB
Promob Software Solutions is a reference in the
country in the development of software for the furniture
sector. These solutions integrate several areas of the
segment, from manufacturing to sales management.

* Product specifications may change manufacturing.

6.0 Custom Furniture prevent reforms by providing the

Showrooms details

Cities: CABEDELO
CAMPINA GRANDE
GUARABIRA

PERNAMBUCO
RECIFE

Currently Promob products are a reference in furniture
stores across the country, integrating professionals in
the areas of Joinery, Architecture and Interior Design.

ALAGOAS
MACEIÓ

